During the last ten years, increasing efforts were made to improve and simplify the process from Computer Aided Design (CAD) modeling to a numerical simulation. It has been shown that the transition from one model to another, i.e. the meshing, is a bottle-neck. Several approaches have been developed to overcome this time-consuming step, e.g. Isogeometric Analysis (IGA), which applies the shape functions used for the geometry description (typically B-Splines and NURBS) directly to the numerical analysis. In contrast to IGA, which deals with boundary represented models (B-Rep), our approach focuses on parametric volumetric models such as Constructive Solid Geometries (CSG). These models have several advantages, as their geometry description is inherently watertight and they provide a description of the models interior. To be able to use the explicit mathematical description of these models, we employ the Finite Cell Method (FCM). Herein, the only necessary input is a reliable statement whether an (integration-) point lies inside or outside of the geometric model. This paper mainly discusses such point-in-membership tests on various geometric objects like sweeps and lofts, as well as several geometric operations such as filleting or chamfering. We demonstrate that, based on the information of the construction method of these objects, the point-in-membership-test can be carried out efficiently and robustly.
Introduction
Computer aided engineering in general requires an iterative process to find an optimal design. This iterative process consists of a modelling phase followed by a numerical simulation and an analysis phase. Modern CAD tools mainly use two different techniques to create 3D models. A classic method, which is still commonly used, is boundary representation (B-Rep) [1] . B-Rep describes a body implicitly as a topological model via its faces, edges, and nodes. Geometric information is then assigned to faces and edges, often using B-Spline-, or NURBS surfaces and curves. A more recent and natural approach is Procedural Modeling (PM), which is strongly related to Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), but extends this concept by providing additional operations and primitives. Both CSG and PM describe a complex model as a combination of simple or complex primitives and Boolean operations (union, intersection, difference). Procedural modeling and B-Rep each have advantages and disadvantages, which are often complementary in such a way that, nowadays, many CAD systems use a hybrid representation combining B-Rep and PM [2] . In this context, the B-Rep model provides information necessary e.g. for visualization purposes. PM serves as an underlying model that can easily be used for parametric and feature-based design [3] , for which a description of the construction history, the dependencies, and the constraints is mandatory. It is noteworthy that it is always possible to derive a B-Rep model from a PM model, but not the other way round. This is due to the loss of information in the conversion from PM to B-Rep. In addition, B-Rep cannot provide information about the structure of the interior of the model. However, this information can be crucial, for example in cases of heterogeneous materials or to describe additive manufacturing processes. Interestingly, fully three-dimensional-computational mechanical analyses mostly draw the geometrical information of the computational domain from B-Rep models which are then explicitly converted into a volumetric description by a meshing process. Moreover, in the finite element method (FEM), elements are required to conform with the physical boundaries of the model, which often requires a flawless B-Rep description. A practical consequence of these requirements is the often huge engineering effort to 'clean' a CAD model or to 'heal' a finite element mesh before a numerical analysis can start. At Sandia National Laboratories [4] , an estimation of the relative time required for a representative design process showed that more than 80 % of the engineering effort is allotted to the transition from geometric models to simulation models that are suitable for analysis.
Various methodologies have been developed to overcome the difficulties involved in this transition process. The most prominent method in the Computational Mechanics Community is the recently introduced Isogemoetric Analysis (IGA) as proposed by Hughes et al. [5] . IGA aims at bridging the gap between the CAD model and computational analysis by a closer mathematical interconnection between the two worlds. To this end, the same B-Splines and NURBS representations used to describe CAD are applied as both geometry and Ansatz functions in FEM. These functions offer several desirable properties such as the possibility of straightforward refinements in grid size and polynomial degree, as well as the possibility to control the continuity within a patch. Most importantly, they guarantee a precise description of the geometry, in contrast to classical FEM, where only an approximation can be obtained by meshing into tetrahedra or hexahedra. Furthermore, as B-Splines and NURBS are functions of higher order, they offer the potential to deliver high convergence rates if the underlying problem possesses smooth solutions. Concerning the modeling processes, IGA was first applied to B-Reps which consisted of several conforming two-dimensional B-Splines or NURBS patches. More complicated topologies are usually generated by trimming, which may lead to non-watertight geometric models. Remedies for this problem range from classic re-parametrization [6] to the use of T-Splines [7] .
An alternative, designed to overcome the problems of B-Rep descriptions, are V-Reps, recently proposed by Gershon et al. [8] . They consist of trimmed trivariate NURBS patches which directly describe the volume under consideration. A related approach was presented by Zuo et al. [9] , who proposed to treat CSG primitives separately as volumes using IGA and to trim and glue them by using the Mortar Method [10] at their intersection surface. However, apart from some special numerical pitfalls inherent to domain sewing techniques, this poses the additional difficulty that an explicit boundary representation needs to be set up for all inter-subdomain boundaries. Another related approach was presented much earlier by Natekar et al. [11] who proposed to combine spline-based element formulations with two-dimensional CSG model descriptions.
However, this approach is also based on heavy use of explicit boundary representations as well as a decomposition into sub-domains. The same holds also for the design-through analysis procedure presented in [12] , which uses a B-Rep description and relies on a 3D ray-casting test to describe the volume of the model. This strong reliance on the explicit description of coupling interfaces -or, more generally, surface descriptions in the analysis process -poses a drawback to parametric modeling approaches: Even though a change of parameters or constraints hardly has any impact on the general structure of the CSG model itself, it often triggers a complete reconstruction of the entire corresponding B-Rep model. Together with the observation that a CSG or a procedural model is intrinsically watertight and directly provides information about the interior, we conclude that a desirable simulation technique would have to use the explicit description of volumes by CSG as often as possible, and its B-Rep representation as little as possible.
To this end, we propose a combination of CSG and the Finite Cell Method for volume orientated modeling and numerical analysis. We denote this approach as a direct modeling-to-analysis method as it allows, like IGA, a very close interaction of the (geometric) design process and the (numerical) analysis, where an engineer can immediately investigate consequences of a variation of the geometric design on the mechanical behavior of a structural object. The Finite Cell Method (FCM) [13] , which represents the core of this approach, is a high-order fictitious domain method that embeds an arbitrary complex geometry into an extended domain which can easily be meshed by a Cartesian grid. The complexity of the geometry is handled only on the level of integration of element matrices and load vectors. This makes the method very flexible, because the only information the FCM needs from the CAD model is a reliable and robust point-in-membership test, i.e. whether an integration point lies inside or outside of the physical model. This point-in-membership test is directly provided by the CSG model description. The interplay between CSG and FCM was already investigated for simple primitives, and it proved to be an accurate and efficient method to analyze trimmed NURBS patch structures [14] . The goal of the present paper is to extend the combination of the FCM and the CSG to more complex geometric models as well as to solid construction processes of industrial relevance. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a short overview on geometric representations and the Finite Cell Method is given. In section 3, the relevant methods for the combination of CSG and FCM are presented. Section 4 provides examples showing the relevance and potential for practical applications before conclusions are drawn in section 5.
From Geometric Design to Numerical Analysis

Geometric modelling
In the field of Computer Aided Design (CAD), several different schemes are available to model 3D geometric objects. Nowadays, 3D CAD systems are usually based on either (i) boundary representation or (ii) procedural modeling with solid primitives. Next, the two schemes will be outlined -followed by a short section about the conversion of one into another.
Boundary Representation
Classically, objects are defined by a Boundary Representation (B-Rep), where only the objects' surfaces with their corresponding edges and nodes are stored (see fig. 1 ) [15] . This is motivated by the requirements for visualization, in the scope of which 3D objects are displayed via their surfaces. Although B-Rep has several advantages, for example the direct access to surfaces, it has also some disadvantages, especially with respect to a subsequent numerical simulation. B-Rep models are not necessarily watertight, which means that a point-in-membership test on these potentially corrupted solids may not be sufficient to clearly distinguish whether a point lies outside or inside the domain.
Another disadvantage are defective topological descriptions, such as multiple nodes, or edges. Although such errors do not disturb the visualization, they may render numerical simulations difficult or even impossible. These 'dirty geometries' are among to the major reasons for the considerable effort that often goes with cleaning up a geometric model. This preparation work is necessary to be able to mesh a model into a consistent finite element model.
CSG and procedural modelling
Alternatively, a 3D object can be described as a procedural model that is strongly related to Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [16] . In CSG, a 3D object is created from a set of primitives, such as cubes, cylinders, cones, spheres etc. These primitives are combined by the three basic boolean operations: union, intersection, and difference. The resulting CSG object is stored implicitly in a CSG tree (see fig. 2 ). In contrast to CSG, a procedural model stores the construction steps in chronological order as a construction history. These two different storage schemes, the CSG tree and the construction history, can be converted one to another. Procedural modeling also comes along with a richer set of operations and primitives, in the following referred to as extended operations and extended primitives. Extended operations include chamfer, fillet, drilling a hole, and draft. A closer look reveals that they are in fact just a sequence of the original three boolean operations -union, difference, and intersection -which are summarized for convenience (see fig. 3 ). However, extended primitives such as extrusions, sweeps, lofts, and solids of revolution can be regarded as a true extension to the CSG primitive set (see fig. 4 ). The construction processes of these primitives are all strongly related. On an arbitrary plane, a 2-dimensional closed contour line is drawn. This is extruded along a sweep path. Depending on the shape of this path, either an extrusion, a solid of revolution, or a sweep is obtained. Only the construction of a loft differs slightly. Here, the initial sketch is not just extruded, but is blended along the path into another (final) sketch.
Regarding the aspect of numerical simulation, one big advantage of the procedural model over the B-Rep model is that it is inherently watertight. All primitives are explicitly described by their volume and always form a valid closed 3D object. CSG operations combine these valid primitives, and their combination again results in a valid model.
Conversion between explicit and implicit models
We would like to stress the fact that a conversion from a B-Rep model to a CSG model is usually not possible, as B-Rep models carry less information. Thus, it is desirable to use an explicit volume description such as CSG directly for a simulation.
The drawback of the CSG description is that it only provides indirect access to the models' surfaces, which might be needed e.g. for visualization. Fortunately, it is always possible to derive an approximate surface description from the CSG, e.g. by the marching cubes algorithm [17] . This algorithm only needs the information whether a point is inside or outside of the model at any point, which is readily available via the CSG construction tree. Another (practical) possibility is to gather the B-Rep information directly from the CAD software if needed. This is often possible because many CAD systems maintain a B-Rep model concurrently to a CSG model and provide direct access to its surface. These derived surface models, even if they are not perfectly watertight, are a sufficient basis to impose boundary conditions in an analysis by the Finite Cell Method, which will be described in the next section.
Finite Cell Method
The finite cell method (FCM) is a fictitious domain approach using high order finite elements. It relies on an explicit description of the volume of the physical domain and is able to deliver high accuracy [18] .
Classical finite elements
Consider a linear-elastic problem on a physical domain Ω phy with the boundary δΩ divided into Dirichlet and Neumann boundary parts Γ D and Γ N . By applying the principle of virtual work, the weak form of an elliptic partial differential equation reads [19] 
with
where u is the displacement, v the test function, and C the elasticity tensor. b andt denote the body load and the prescribed boundary traction applied on the Neumann boundary, respectively. S(Ω phy ) is the trial function space, which is constructed such that u satisfies the prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditionsû
whereas V(Ω phy ) denotes the space of all admissible test functions that satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
H 1 denotes the Sobolev space [20] of first order. Both u and v are discretized to yield an approximate solution using a linear combination of Ansatz functions
whereũ i is the degree of freedom of the related Ansatz function N i . Following the Bubnov -Galerkin approach [21] , the test functions v are represented by the same basis as the trial functions v ∈ S(Ω phy ). This approach leads to the following system of linear equations:
where K is the stiffness matrix and f the load vector.
Concept of FCM
The original idea of the finite cell method is to extend the physical domain Ω phy by a fictitious domain Ω fict such that the resulting domain Ω ∪ has a simple shape, which can be meshed easily (see fig. 5 ) [18, 22] . The weak formulation is modified by extending integrals over the domain Ω ∪ . Additionally, the virtual work terms are multiplied by a scalar field α(x):
with α defined as:
where, ideally q → ∞. In practical applications, it is usually sufficient to choose q = 8 to 10. In essence, the discontinuous indicator function α now represents the geometric description of the domain. The convergence of this scheme is mathematically proven in [23] where it is also shown that the influence of a non-infinite q is proportional to a (controllable) modeling error. After discretizing the extended domain Ω ∪ into a Cartesian grid, high-order finite elements can be used for the computation of the displacement field. Several different Ansatz functions for high-order elements are available, such as integrated Legendre polynomials [22, 24] , B-Splines [25, 26] , and Lagrange polynomials [27, 28] .
The discontinuity of α necessitates an adaptive integration of the element matrices and load vectors, see e.g. [29, 30] for a recent overview of possible schemes. The simplest (although not most efficient) choice is a composed integration by means of an octree in 3D or a quadtree in 2D (see fig. 6 ) which is used in all examples presented in section 4. 
Boundary conditions
In FCM the boundaries of the physical domain Ω phy typically do not coincide with the boundaries of the cells in the extended domain Ω ∪ . In that case boundary conditions are enforced weakly.
Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions need not to be treated in a special manner since they are naturally included in the weak formulation (see equation (8)). Inhomogeneous Neumann conditions can be handled by integrating the prescribed traction forcest along the boundary Γ N (see equation (3)). Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. applying a prescribed displacement u =û ∀x ∈ Γ D , must be applied in a weak sense using, e.g., Lagrangian multipliers, the penalty method, or Nitsche's method, see e.g. [31] [32].
In short, an explicit description of the boundary must only be available where forces or displacements are imposed (see section 2.1.3). The geometric and topological requirements of these surfaces are much lower than for mesh-generation as they only need to fulfill conditions for a sufficiently accurate numerical integration. Therefore, these integration meshes neither have to be conforming or watertight, as it would be necessary for the basis for a finite element computation.
FCM and CSG
Point-in-membership test
The geometric description of the physical domain is provided by the function α which is explicitly given by a point-in-membership test, i.e. if a point lies inside the physical domain Ω phy or inside the fictitious domain Ω fict . This test can be carried out on a B-Rep model by ray casting. To this end, a ray is sent out from the integration point into an arbitrary direction, and all intersections with the surfaces are counted. If the number of intersections is odd, then the starting point lies inside Ω phy , otherwise it lies in Ω fict (see fig. 7 ). This simple test, however, can fail for non-water-tight models. Moreover, this approach can become quite expensive for highly resolved models or models with a complex surface. Even though there are methods available to reduce the amount of ray castings. 1 In contrast, a point-in-membership test can be performed much faster on a CSG tree of classical primitives. In our implementation the CSG tree is a full binary-tree, i.e. each node has either exactly two or zero child nodes. There are two different types of nodes: (a) primitives which are always leaf nodes, and (b) bifurcation nodes which combine their two children with one of the three boolean operations: intersection, union, difference (see fig. 8 ). It is also possible to add elements, carrying only one child like unary operations such as negations, or transformations to the CSG tree. Whereas negations have hardly any application in geometric modeling of solid mechanics (in contrast to exterior problems, such as fluid mechanics), transformations are used intensively. To this end, simple transformations, such as translation, scaling and rotation can be handled directly on the tree nodes, whereas more complex operations, like mirroring, would be preferably represented by a node, containing the operation and only the respective child to which this operation should be applied. For a point-in-membership test, first the root node representing the final construction is queried. In the unlikely case that the root node is also a leaf node and, hence, a primitive, this test is carried out directly. In all other cases, the root element is a bifurcation node. Then, the request is forwarded recursively to its children until it reaches a primitive, i.e. a leaf node. The pairing leaf node is tested as well. For simple primitives (treated in section 3.2), this test can be carried out very fast, as an analytical solution is available. Both results are then combined with the logical operation defined by the parent bifurcation node. The algorithm can be sped up considerably by the following considerations: Due to the recursive property at a bifurcation node, the entire branch of the first child is evaluated before the second child is queried. This can be used with the knowledge that, in case of an intersection or a difference, it is often not necessary to test the entire tree. Considering a difference A\B := P ∈ A ∧ P B
i.e. if point P is not in body A, body B needs not to be queried. Hence, entire branches of the CSG tree can be omitted during the query. The same holds for the intersection. Therefore, it is useful to perform an intersection test with the bounding box of computationally expensive branches first. This test can be introduced on each level in the CSG tree. 
Point-in-membership test on simple primitives
For classical primitives, a simple analytical description is available. Hence, a point-in-membership test can be carried out very efficiently. Consider a primitive B i which is created axis-aligned on the x − y plane, and assume that we define each primitive as a closed body, i.e. the boundary is included in the body. The test whether a point of interest P = {x, y, z} is inside a primitive reads as follows for a:
• Sphere with center point C Shpere and radius r 0
• for a Cuboid defined by two corner points lying on its diagonal
• for a Cylinder defined by its center point C Cylinder = {x c , y c , z c ≡ 0}, radius r 0 , and height h 0
where pointP = {x, y, 0} is the projection of point P onto the x − y plane,
• a Cone Frustum with the same set up as for the cylinder whose bottom and tip circles are concentric with radii r 0 and r 1
If the radius r 1 is chosen to be zero, a complete cone is obtained.
• and a Pyramid Frustum with a corresponding set up to that of the cone frustum. 
and x e (z), y s (z), y e (z) correspondingly. If x s1 = x e1 and y s1 = y e1 the pyramid frustum becomes a complete pyramid.
There are also fast analytical solutions for other primitives -such as wedges, four-sided pyramids, or toriavailable.
In general these primitives are not constructed axis-aligned to the x − y plane. At a suitable position, a local orthonormal coordinate system A (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ) is thus constructed, where A i denotes the respective base vectors. The oriented primitive can be constructed on the local A 1 -A 2 plane,. To perform a point-in-membership test, the point of interest P needs to be mapped from the Cartesian coordinate system E (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 ) to the local base A.P
with v the translation vector between the origins of the Cartesian E and local basis system A
and the transformation matrix
Point-in-membership test on extended primitives
Point-in-membership tests are more complex, if the primitives are generated by sweeps or lofts, where no analytical tests are available in general. Nevertheless, it is possible to perform a fast, reliable test on these geometries as well. The basic idea is to reduce the dimension of the problem, taking advantage of the fact that these extended primitives are constructed by moving 2D sketches along a curve.We remark that these sketches are planar which corresponds to the options available in common CSG modeling tools such as Autodesk ® Inventor ® and Siemens NX ® . The fallback to two dimensional point in membership tests does not compromise robustness because it is much easier to construct such tests in two-than in three dimensions. In the subsequent sections we present a fast and robust point in membership test based on ray casting. Other robust alternatives such as a classic winding number test [33] are possible as well.
Coordinate systems
In the following two local basis systems are introduced. First, the local basis A(ξ), which belongs to the curve, e.g. the Frenet base, and changes according to the (sweep or loft) path variable ξ. Second, the local basis B(ξ) of the sketch. This basis B(ξ) and so the sketch change accordingly to the curve basis system A(ξ) and thus depends also on ξ. 
Sweeps
As depicted in fig. 4 most extended primitives can be ascribed to sweeps. Thereby a 2-dimensional sketch is 'swept' along a 3-dimensional path, forming a 3D object. C(ξ) denotes the point on the sweep path C at the local path coordinate ξ. The following steps describe a point-in-membership test for a point of interest P and a sweep for the special case that (i) the local basis A(ξ) equals the basis of the sketch B(ξ) and (ii) the local basis system A(ξ) follows the tangent of the path with a suitable description, e.g. the Frenet base. For the general case, see appendix A.1.
• The closest point C(ξ cp ) on the sweep path with respect to the corresponding point of interest P, is computed either analytically, or, if this is not possible, using Newton's method to find a root of the function
f (ξ) is the dot product between the tangent vectorĊ(ξ) and the vector pointing from a curve point C(ξ) to the point of interest P. Provided that a suitable starting value is available Newton's method then
whereĊ andC denote the first and second derivative of the sweep path C. The minimal requirement for continuity of the sweep path is C 1 .
Remarks:
(i) In our implementation the initial values are found by evaluating the distance to the points of an approximation polygon.
(ii) It is possible that eq. (23) has multiple solutions. Among the corresponding points on the curve C(ξ i ) the one with the smallest distance to the point P has to be chosen.
(iii) There is the unlikely possibility that eq. (23) delivers multiple solutions C(ξ i ) with all the same distance to the point P. For sweeps it does not matter which of theses points is selected to be C(ξ cp ). This, however, does not hold for lofts (for a more detailed explanation refer to fig. 10 ).
(iv) Non-linear cases are possible, where C 2 can not be provided, i.e. the curvature is not continuous, or worse cannot even be evaluated (e.g. knot-multiplicity for splines). For that reason we suggest to compute the first derivativeḟ (see eq. (24)) by finite differences. • The closest point C(ξ cp ) forms the origin of the newly created local coordinate system A(ξ cp ). To this end, the tangent vector of the curve is evaluated at C(ξ cp ) and provides the z-axis of the local system A(ξ cp ) using e.g. the Frenet base. Other alternatives are possible and presented in appendix A.1.
• The point of interest P is mapped into the local coordinate system A(ξ cp ) to getP whereP z = 0 (see eq. (19)).
• For the case that the local system A(ξ) coincides with B(ξ), a point-in-membership test can be performed with the mapped pointP and the sketch contour line as the boundary. To this end, 2D ray casting is used.
Remark: A considerable speedup, especially for spline contour lines, can be achieved if the sketch is modeled as quadtree of certain accuracy (similar to fig. 6 ) for each extended primitive. This can be carried out once at the beginning of the analysis phase. 
Lofts
Lofts can be treated very similarly to sweeps. Again, for simplicity, the loft path is considered to be orthogonal to the starting S 0 and ending S end sketch. For a loft, in contrast to sweeps, the 2D point-in-membership test must be performed on both the starting as well as the ending sketch. Additionally, the smallest distances to both contour lines d 0 and d end are calculated. If the mapped pointP lies inside one sketch and outside the other, the distance to the intermediate contour line d cp is interpolated according to the arclength l cp of the closest point on the loft path (see fig. 12 ) and the overall length of the loft path l all . In our implementation, linear interpolation is used. The distance to the point outside is set negative and, thereby, according to the sign of the interpolated distance d cp , the point is outside for negative and inside for positive values. For the linear interpolation, the point-in-membership test reads
with 
Ray-casting with Splines (in 2D)
As presented in fig. 11 , a point-in-membership test can be performed with ray-casting on a dimensionally reduced model, i.e. in 2D. This is by far simpler than carrying out ray-casting in 3D. On the two-dimensional intermediate sketch, a ray from a point that is definitely outside of the domain P out to the point of interest P is cast forth, and all intersections with the contour curves are counted. Possible elements for the contour lines are straight lines, arcs, or splines (B-Spline, NURBS). Problematic are the unlikely cases, in which the ray intersects the contour at a corner point (see fig. 13(a) ), or in which the ray is collinear with a contour line (see fig. 13 (b)) as the point membership is ambiguous. However, these cases can easily be detected and the algorithm simply changes the position of the reference point P out . Figure 13 : Problematic ray cast scenarios, where a) the ray intersects at a corner point and b) the ray is collinear with a contour line. However, a simple shift of the reference point (P out →P out ) can resolve these problems.
While there are analytical solutions to find the intersections of the ray and a line or an arc, the evaluation of the number of intersections between a ray and a spline is not straightforward (see fig. 14 ). These intersections can be found using a brute force method, which performs an intersection search with a fixed set of initial parameter values along the ray. This is very inefficient, as it is necessary to perform several closest point searches, containing several inverse mappings onto the spline, for each intersection search. Moreover, most of the initial values will find the same intersection points and, furthermore, it is not guaranteed that all intersections are found. Typically, Newton's method is used for the inverse mapping. Newton's method is highly dependent on the initial value. Hence, two intersections lying close to each other might be detected as only one intersection. A robust and efficient way to obtain all zeros of Bézier curves with their multiplicity is presented in [34] . However, the algorithm presented therein is specific to Bézier curves and not tuned to deliver the parity (i.e. whether the number of intersections is odd or even) of the intersections. The algorithm presented in this paper can use any spline description such as Bézier curves, B-Splines or NURBS. Moreover, as only the parity of intersections is needed, in most cases, an evaluation of the intersection points is not necessary. In this context, an efficient and robust method to find the parity of intersections of a (ray) line and a spline is depicted in fig. 32 and algorithm 2.
As only the parity of intersections is needed, the convex hull property of the splines can be used. Let us consider cases a) and b) in fig. 14 . In these cases, the ray segment (between the point of interest P and the point outside the model P out ) has the same number of intersections as the infinite ray and, thus, determines the parity. This is due to the convex hull property which guarantees that the amount of intersection points between a line and a spline cannot be larger than the amount of intersections with a line and the spline's control polygon. There can be less intersections, but this does not change the parity of intersections. The cases c) and d), as depicted in fig. 14 , are more sophisticated. Here, the ray segment r fin and an infinite ray r inf do not have the same number of intersections and, hence, it is necessary to determine intersection points of the ray with the spline. To this end, suitable starting values are needed for the Newton iteration. For the determination of these starting values several possibilities are available. One possibility is presented in appendix A.2. For simplicity of formulation, we assume that the ray corresponds to the positive x-axis. In other cases, a suitable transformation to a local coordinate system is performed (see appendix A.2). All zeros which fulfill the following property are intersection points with the spline, and their number determines the parity for the ray cast. The cases e) and f), depicted in fig. 14 , where the rays intersect with the line segment between the first and last control point (in the following denoted as l close ) are covered by an additional intersection test of infinite ray and line l close . This, of course, leads to a different parity from the (finite) ray segment, and hence results in an expensive inverse mapping. Thus, it desirable to choose the point P out in such a way, that the cases e) In cases (e) and (f) a sole count of intersections with the control polygon will fail. To this end the infinite ray is also intersected with a line segment between first and last CP. At cases (g) and (h) the point outside P out is set to be on the closing line l close , thus, avoiding in most cases an expensive full intersection test.
and f) are seldom. The best choice is to place the point P out on to the line l close (see fig. 14 (g) and (h)). This might however not always be possible. In this context consider a contour, which is constructed of more than one spline. Even for the simple case of two splines, where most likely an intersection point of both closing lines exist, i.e. l close 1 ∩ l close 2 ∅ it is not guaranteed that this point also lies outside of the domain. In these cases the point outside will be set on l close of one spline, hence avoiding the expensive point-in-membership test at least for one spline.
Numerical examples
In this chapter, we present three different examples, which are created with extended primitives and extended operations. They are designed to provide an overview of the possibilities of the modeling approach presented in this paper.
Sweep example
The first example involves a coil spring, which is constructed using sweeps (see fig. 15 ). The spring is constructed by three primitives, which are combined with two union operations. For all three bodies, a circle sketch with a radius r sketch = 1 is swept along the corresponding sweep path which, for the bottom and top torus, is again a circle of radius r torus = 10. Bottom and top tori are aligned to the x − y plane and located at z bottom = 0 and z top = 24, respectively. The computational domain ranges from z = 0 to z = 1, thus clipping bottom and top tori into half-tori. The sweep path of the coil is described by a helical NURBS of degree p = 2, the knot vector 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9, 10, 10, 11, 11, 12, 12, 12] , and the 3D control points with weights w 1 = 1 or For the simulation, we choose 4x4x24 finite cells with integrated Legendre shape functions and a polyno-mial degree of p = 7 in the trunc space [24] . Cells that are located completely outside the coil are deactivated, reducing the number of active finite cells from 384 to 134. The integration of the element matrices is carried out using an adaptive octree, whose maximum partitioning depth is preset to k = 6. In this model, strong Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied at the top and bottom faces of the model, which correspond to the boundaries of the finite cells. The degrees of freedom here are fixed in all directions, except for the vertical displacement on the top face which is predefined byû z = −5. Figure 16 shows the resulting displacement and the von Mises stresses, which provide a good overall insight into the structural load carrying behavior. They are smooth throughout most part of the domain and exhibit singular behavior at the intersection curves of the top and bottom tori with the coil. As in any finite element computation, an accurate solution of local stresses at singularities can not be accurately resolved without an appropriate refinement. A local refinement is not carried out for this example, but it is possible, e.g. by application of the multi-level hp-method recently proposed in [35] . It is noteworthy that only the CSG model is used in all involved steps, i.e. from the set-up of the model until the computation itself. A conversion from the CSG-model to an explicit B-rep is only carried out for the visualization of the results in the post-processing. Here, the marching cubes algorithm [17] is used to derive a triangulated surface on which the results are post-processed. However, even this conversion for visualization is not mandatory as volumetric post-processing is a possible option as well.
Loft example
The second example is a pipe elbow starting with a circular profile and ending with a rectangular cross section. It is constructed as a procedural model and then transformed to a CSG tree (see fig. 17 ). It combines several simple primitives (cylinders and cuboids) and two lofts along a quadratic B-Spline loft path. The dimensions of the example are depicted in fig. 18 . Again, two models are created to show another advantage of the FCM and its capability to use the explicit volume description of CSG models. In parametric design, even a slight change of few parameters may result in a re-meshing of parts, or even the entire model. In this example, the position of one control point of the loft path is changed. This results in a slightly different model (see fig. 19 ). As this only leads to a change in the geometry, not in the topology, the mesh for a FEM-simulation does not necessarily require a re-meshing -but it could be morphed. However, in the proposed work-flow, the change in the geometry does not need any special treatment: As it is only the loft path that changes, the same CSG-tree can be used with the same computational mesh. The change of the geometry is resolved on the integration level, leading to a different composed integration. The resolution of the model is chosen to be 20x15x20 cells with integrated Legendre shape functions and a polynomial degree of p = 5. As in the previous example, it is sufficient to consider cells that contain parts of the physical domain. The base plate (round, blue) is fixed, and a predefined deflectionû = 1 is applied onto the left base plate (rectangular, red) using strong Dirichlet boundary conditions. For a precise integration of the stiffness matrix, the cells are partitioned with an octree to a maximum depth of five subdivisions. As pointed out before, a geometrical change does not influence the proposed work-flow. In this case, even a topological change has hardly any impact. In a classical FEM-simulation, however, a re-meshing of the affected region would be required. A simple modification of the model is applied to illustrate a topological change. The number of holes in the rectangular plate is set to (i) six in the first and (ii) four in the second case. A Neumann boundary condition is applied to the holes -via added washers at each hole. The loaded surfaces of the washers are automatically recovered using the marching cubes algorithm. A pressure ofp = 1 is deployed to the upper row of washers, and a pressure ofp = −1 to the lower row, inducing a moment onto the rectangular plate (see fig. 22 ). 
Extended operations example
The third example deals with commonly used extended operations. Starting from a cube, four edges are chamfered, two edges are filleted, three holes are drilled, and one shell operation is applied (see fig. 25 ). As mentioned in section 2.1.2, the extended operators fillet, chamfer, and drilling a hole are just a combination of the original three boolean operations. Shells, however, are not a straightforward extension. The shell operation is applied to one surface, caving the volume while keeping a defined wall thickness to all other surfaces. In the present model, it is possible to manually model the shell operation with a set of Boolean operations and additional primitives by user interaction. This, however, is not straightforward for more sophisticated cases. Two almost identical models serve to show the capability of the FCM. In the first model, the (solitary) borehole 1 is created by subtracting a cylinder. In the second model, the hole is created by two extruded half cylinders, which are shifted by 0.05% w.r.t. to the extension of the entire model (see fig. 26 ). This shift does not have any significant influence on the results of the simulation, but it does lead to a considerable increase in the effort needed for the classical FEM, where body fitted meshes must be used. Figure 27 shows a mesh created by Netgen [36] and the different refinements in the region around the holes. Although the shift is very small and only applied at one hole, the mesh of the second model has around 18 times more elements. Moreover, many elements are very badly conditioned. Even if this mesh represents the 'exact' geometry of the CAD model, it is very probable that it is not the intended finite element discretization. Similarly, there are often seemingly unmotivated refinements in practical applications, which is why considerable engineering efforts have to be made to remodel a structure before an efficient numerical analysis can be carried out. For the FCM simulation, 10x10x10 finite cells using integrated Legendre polynomials of degree p = 5 and a octree partitioning depth of k = 4 are used. Again, the lower face is fixed, and the top face is displaced downwards by a value of dz = −0.5 using strong Dirichlet boundary conditions. Figure 28 shows the displacements and von Mises stresses of the model. A close-up of the displacements and von Mises stresses around the shifted hole is depicted in fig. 29 . The results of the FCM computation for the two models (full cylinder versus two shifted half-cylinders to create borehole 1) are identical up to machine precision (10 −9 ), proving that the proposed method is robust against imprecise CAD modeling. 
Conclusions
For the industry, integrated design processes and numerical analyses without complex transitions such as meshing are of high relevance, and many research groups have focused on this topic during the last years. While Isogeometric Analysis provides an excellent method for the numerical simulation of boundary representation models and shell-like structures, this paper focused on models created with Constructive Solid Geometry. A method has been presented that leads straight from CAD modeling to a numerical simulation using CSG and the Finite Cell Method (FCM). FCM is able to use the implicit model description provided by the CSG model directly, which simplies the meshing process significantly. It was shown that point-inmembership tests can be carried out efficiently for extended primitives like sweeps, bodies of revolution, and lofts. Also, extended operations such as fillet, chamfer, and holes can be applied to the model easily. Using FCM as a simulation technique that can deal with the explicit geometry description of CSG models has several advantageous properties. Following the design-through-analysis idea, a meshing step can be skipped. Also, as the CSG is inherently watertight, the geometry does not have to be pre-processed. Furthermore, CSG provides information about the interior of the models. Although CSG modeling does not support the modeling of free form surfaces and objects, it is still possible to include these as B-Rep primitives to the CSG tree, provided that they are watertight and thereby support a reliable point membership classification. Nevertheless, the presented methodology has also some drawbacks. Shell operations require user action and are typically not straightforward. Another issue is the conversion from a sequential model to a CSG tree. In our implementation, the CSG tree is constructed parallel to the information input of the sequential model, resulting in a sub-optimal tree, which is typically of high depth. However, it is possible to rearrange the CSGtree in a way that allows to skip many point-in-membership tests. Further challenges are the complex curve descriptions for sweeps and lofts by B-Splines and NURBS. As no explicit inverse mapping is available, the point-in-membership test for bodies defined by these curves can become computationally costly. Several approaches were made to improve the efficiency, among others the improved intersection test on B-Splines and NURBS (see Chapter 3.4), which can avoid most of the inverse mappings. Also, the adoption of intersections of primitives with their bounding boxes led to a considerable speedup.
A. Appendix
A.1. Rotated local basis system
In contrast to the cases presented in section 3.3 the point-in-membership test is more sophisticated for the following cases (see fig. 30 ). Case (a) shows a sweep or loft whose sketch plane is not orthogonal to the sweep path at the starting point C(ξ 0 ). Nevertheless, the local basis of the sketch B and the basis spanned by the sweep path A are fixed in a certain relation, i.e. the dihedral angle φ between A and B remains constant along the path. In case (b), the normal of the intermediate sketches does not follow the tangent of the sweep path, but both starting and ending sketch remain parallel to each other. Finally, in case (c), the normal orientation of the sketch is only known at the starting and the ending sketch, and it changes along the sweep path. This latter case is most likely to occur during the construction of lofts where the normal of the starting and ending sketch often do not have the same angle to the tangent vector. For these three cases, an intermediate plane cannot be created at the closest point, but must be created in such a way that the z-coordinate of the mapped pointP is zero. The local sketch basis spanned here is denoted by B(ξ r ).P
In the following, the steps to determine the intermediate sketch basis B(ξ r ) for the three cases are presented. 
A.2. 2D Ray casting on spline curves
In the following, an algorithm for ray-casting with splines in 2D is presented. It also deals with the general case in which the ray does not coincide with the positive x-axis. b) Use linear interpolation to map intersection points with control polygon I inf,k to spline parameter space ξ I inf,k . c) Perform linear transformation such that the ray lies on the x-axis and perform a zero search to obtain the intersectionsĨ fin,k .
Algorithm 2 Spline ray casting 1: Let C(ξ) be a spline defined by its control points P i 2: Let n be the number of control points P i 3: Let the ray r inf and the segment r fin be defined by a point certainly outside P out and the point of interest P 4: procedure Initialize spline curve 5: 0. Obtain for each control point a corresponding parameter value ( fig. 32 a) ).
6:
Comment: This needs only to be done once at the set-up of the spline 7: for i := 1 to n do 8:
Find the closest point Q i on the spline to control point P i using eq. (24) 9:
Find corresponding parameter ξ Q i 10:
end for 11: end procedure Algorithm 2 Spline ray casting (continued) 12: procedure Ray cast on spline 13: 1. Find intersection points between control polygon and finite and infinite ray ( fig. 32 b) ).
14:
Let j and k denote the j-th and k-th intersection of the control polygon with the ray segment or the infinite ray respectively. 15: for i := 1 to n − 1 do 16: Find intersection point I fin, j between ray segment r fin and control line P i P i+1
17:
Find intersection point I inf,k between infinite ray r inf and control line P i P i+1 18: end for 19: Find intersection point I inf,k between infinite ray r inf and line segment P 1 P n 20:
2. Check for number of intersections for finite and infinite ray.
21:
if # (I fin ) equals # (I inf ) then 22: 2.1 Case: Same number of intersections for finite and infinite ray ( fig. 14 a) and b) ). 2.2 Case: Different number of intersections for finite and infinite ray ( fig. 14 c) and d)).
26:
3. Interpolate starting values for intersection search ( fig. 32 b) ).
27:
for all I inf,k do 28:
Get corresponding control line P i P i+1
29:
Make a linear interpolation between ξ Q i and ξ Q i+1 to get ξ I inf,k 30:
end for
31:
4. Transform spline and ray to x-axis ( fig. 32 c) ).
32:
Let θ be the angle between r inf and the x-axis 33: Get transformed rayr =P outP withP out = 0 andP = (P − P out )T rot (θ) 34: for all P i do 35: Get transformed control pointsP i = (P i − P out )T rot (θ) 36: end for
37:
5. Newton's method to find zeros of transformed spline ( fig. 32 c) ) .
38:
for k := 1 to # ξ I inf,k do
39:
Starting value ξ end if 52: end procedure
